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SPAN FLOORS was established in 1995 with over 20 years of experience in
wood floors alone, SPAN FLOORS has developed unique, specialized
capabilities of providing high-quality wooden floorings and facades to its
clients. All floorings, decks and facades are sourced from leading
manufacturers around the globe. Backed by years of industry experience and
leading technology, SPAN FLOORS offer the finest high-end floors available in
today’s marketplace. This festive season SPAN FLOORS brings new
opportunities for art.

FESTIVE MOODBOARDS

FESTIVE PLAY

 
SPAN FLOORS brings new opportunities for art and creativity to your abode
with MoodBoards in association with Coswick Design Lab
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DIVING INTO
DIWALI

Diwali, the most awaited and loved is around the corner. A massive show of
lights, colours, and decorations accompanies Diwali. Given that this festival
stands for the triumph of good over evil, Diwali decorations emphasise
optimism with lots of lights and vibrant decorations. Decorate your home for
Diwali with cheerful accents and traditional decor mixed with a modern touch.
So this Diwali, decorate your home with these fresh and contemporary
decorating ideas. 
Wall-hanging candle holder 
Candles are an indispensable part of decorating the home for Diwali. Floating
candles and stunning candle stands are some of the most used Diwali
decoration items. Lighting and arranging the candles will help create a
picturesque setting that will make your house warm and inviting. For many
Indian families, using floating candles is not just a Diwali decoration idea but
also used for performing important Diwali rituals. While performing arti, you
can also use brass-made candle stands.
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DIVING INTO DIWALI 

Diwali is just round the corner, dive with us in an all delightful decor mood!
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Lotte World Tower, South Korea
South Korea has global popularity that is increasing momentously in the fields
of entertainment, technology, and innovation. Popular for K-pop and K-
dramas, South Korea is also famous for its architecture and culture. Modern
architecture is also a growing trend and has resulted in iconic structures using
innovative technology and creativity. One of the popular modern architecture
is the Lotte World Tower, which is also South Korea’s tallest building. It is a
555.7-metre (1,823 ft), a 123-story skyscraper located in Sincheon-dong, Songpa
District, Seoul, South Korea.

 

Read on to know more about the four tallest buildings of the world!
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